The Superpowers and the Middle East
dered to be inadequate Russian military and political backing
during the war crisis, and also to exploit to the maximum the
bitter anti-American feelings which had developed in the wake
of the Arab defeat. The desperate economic, military, and
political situation of the Arab states, following their disastrous
defeat at the hands of Israel, and the refusal of the United
States to help most of them in any way gave the Soviet Union
an opportunity to impress upon the Arabs that she was their
only powerful friend and supporter. Because the Arabs were
so enraged with the West, and because they quickly discovered
that only the Russians were willing and able to provide the
considerable political, military, and economic aid which they
desperately needed, the Soviet Union did not find it difficult
to restore and even to extend her influence in the Arab world.74
As a matter of fact, by its total military defeat the UAR,
and to a lesser extent, the other Arab states were reduced to
greater dependency on the Soviet Union.15 Although Soviet
behaviour during the crisis had disappointed the expectations of
the Arab states, Arab losses were so great, and post-war Arab
bargaining position was so weak, that their dependence on the
Soviet Union after their defeat became heavier than ever be-
fore. Nasser, on his part, realized that his leadership position
in the Middle East rested largely on Soviet power, and he could
hope to retrieve sufficient prestige and reassert his political
authority over the Arab world only by continuing his connec-
tions with the Soviet Union. This realization coupled with the
quick replenishment of arms by the Kremlin led Nasser and
the other Arab leaders to cast aside their initial bitterness and
^For many radical Arab groups, the conflict with Israel is the cen-
tral reason for close ties with the Soviet Union which is looked upon as
the principal source of weapons and the guarantor against Western inter-
vention. Samuel Merlin, ed., The Big Powers and the Present Crisis in
the Middle East, Madison, 1968, p. 58.
t*Ncw York Times, Weekly Review, 2 July W73 p. I.
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